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Luke Mills gets underway with RA1919 on Sunday 19th March from
WILSON. An effervescent bubbly character,……who is he………………….
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The President’s – PRATTLE
The clubs AGM was held at the Eco Centre Kent Street on Friday 17th of Mach. The retiring members
were Vice President Luke Prindiville, Secretary Les Smith, Committee Members Craig Belcher and Rod
Bradley. There was one other position not filled on the previous committee. Continuing committee
members are President Mike Crean, Treasurer Roger Mathews, Minute Secretary Tania McKellar,
Committee Members Eno Gruzecki and Ken Belcher,
All retiring members nominated for re-election to the committee and two new nominations were received
form Richard Stuart and Dylan Audrain. All sitting members were returned along with Richard Stuart.
Congratulations to all our committee members on their election. I must thank Dylan Audrain for his
nomination and interest in the clubs operations and running at the committee level. It is great to see our
younger members showing a keen interest in the running of our club. Dylan please keep the interest in our
clubs workings.
I look forward to working with all our committee members over the next year or two. Thank you all for you
dedication to our club.
The contractors working on behalf of our land lords are refurbishing the area between Hume and Fern
Road. The area will be a lot better with the levelling and re-alignment of the track at Fern Road. Thanks to
the team for removing the track in this area. The contractors are getting on with the refurbishment work
and I would think they will not take long to complete it.

As always we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm
and their dedication to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls, keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
Mike Crean

FROM THE TREASURER (his “ramblings”)
In 2016 CMR income of $95,480.23 was up $4,241.09 on the previous year .
The first Sunday runs income was $38,111.90 up $2,499.70 despite running part of the year from
Wilson 3rd Sunday runs income was $27,630.10 up $ 2,459.75
Special Runs $ 5,915.45 down $2,330.55
School Holiday runs $ 18,423.80 up $6,190.80.
Canteen sales were $2,738.55 down $1,807.10. This was due to the canteen being closed for
part of the year but with stock purchase down $1,849.06 on last year the canteen ended up with
close to the same result. $1,450 was spent on new fridge and freezer and I think it is fair to say
that the canteen continues to be managed in an excellent fashion and I thank Tania and
everyone involved on a job well done.
Electricity usage remains steady. With fuel cost just slightly up . Security costs were up $3,170.40
with upgrade of surveillance equipment as well as new locks and keys.
Track expenditure was $11,042.04 up $ 605.58 on last year. With the huge job done reinstalling
the track in the remediated area and as our greatest asset It is money well spent as the track and
the track bed is in as good condition as it has ever been.
Waste and rubbish removal is always costly these days but $1,032.04 is down $ 2,786.55 on last
year.

Advertising was $ 2,776.00 down $1,806.24 I believe we have still got our advertising right with
our entry in the Parents Paper where we have a regular pictorial add and entry in its diary page.
This also is on their FB page which is then picked up and shared on other parent / mothers type
FB pages like Buggy Buddies with 125,000 followers. We still have a payed add on Curtin fm. It is
possible payed ads on FB may work however our biggest hurdle is always the weather.
I would like to thank all members who worked selling tickets. .We will eventually have to move to
eftpos and paywave but not just yet This is partly because we would not be able to have it just for
ticket sales without canteen as well and it will come at a cost
.
Due to the hard work that Les did we have increased insurance cover at a greatly reduced cost
down $2323.31on last year. This does not show up as such in the report as premiums for both
2016 and 2017 where payed in the same year 2016.
The Cost of water usage was up $1019.99 which was mostly due to an undetected leak.
Loco expenditure was up $ 13,880 which included $13,500 with the purchase of the EM 44, so
that the club now has 6 diesel outline locos and 1 steam engine. As much as members engines
and Loco’s are an integral part of our revenue earning capacity, I have always believed its
important that CMR be self reliant on reliable motive power if need be.
We spent $12,306.97 down $4,291 on Buildings Equipment and ground works but I think
members would agree looking around our railway it looks like we spent a lot more.
It is important that our small regular skilled workforce have the tools and equipment to make their
work easier, safer and as enjoyable as possible. CMR more and more has to be run like a
business but at the end of the day it is still and always should be just a club and our hobby. It is
also important and necessary contractors are used where we do not have the members with the
expertise, time and equipment to maintain and improve our facilities.
$7,432.07 up $6,939.73 was spent on rolling stock a large portion on new brakes. Thanks to Les
and his helpers our rolling stock is in very good condition and gives very little trouble and good
safe running.
$4,760.91 was spent on new signals and point actuation mainly in the Canning area and as well
as adding to the safety of the railway I believe it enhances our patron’s railway experience, and
conveys a high degree of operational safety.
Last year there were no charitable donations made. There was the Retina day but as they sold
tickets on the day it does not show up as a donation. Two groups who we have donated to in the
past have folded. Your committee have plans in place to remedy things this year.
I would like to thank the committee and members for there support, especially Mike and les and
have enjoyed once again being treasurer of our great club.
Thanks also to Bob Hutt for once again taking on the important task of auditing the club accounts
for 2016.
When certain expenditure has been capitalised we ended the year with an Operating profit of
$15,326.85 up $9,257.27 on last year which means we are still doing most things right.
Cheers,

Roger Matthews Treasurer

FROM THE SECRETARY
As a part of the Red Set
braking
exercise
the
“derailment protection” skid
tubes fitted can be utilized for
re-railing purposes with the
aid of “lifting bars”. These are
stowed on the floor of the
brake van. Here, Mike and
Julian demonstrate their use.
WE do recommend that
Julian should use both hands
in the future should re-railing
be required.

John James of Queensland
has finished a Black Five
started by ex member Cliff
Pole. It is a magnificent
“beast” and John would like
to try and contact Cliff. If
any-one knows of his
address please inform us as
we at CMR would also like
to know. He has evidently
moved to a retirement
abode and may even have
passed away.

Parent Parcel We are now offering via surrender of an electronic “voucher” 5 x Multiriders for $100. Our ticket box operator then instigates the surrender on the
i-phone or tablet. This is a once only offer for the participants of Parent Parcel which
is basically a book of vouchers from different establishments. Our offer suits
children’s birthdays. We do get good advertising by participating. A portion of the
proceeds from purchasing the “book” or App goes to the Children’s Hospital.

A new signal “base” recently
installed amongst the paperbarks on the approach to
WILSON by the A-team on a
Wednesday is just one of the
many for our “circuit”. This is
just one of many of the
enhancements taking place at
CMR.

CMR welcomes new members Julian Cross and Terry Spencer who have
made good contributions to our Wednesday work effort. Terry has
purchased a jack shaft driven 0-6-0 petrol engine locomotive from
Tasmania. The loco is modelled on a unit once used by Emu Bay. A sister
model visited Castledare back in 2009 during the AALS Convention and
performed well. We look forward to it’s running.
Our run-day numbers are still a little down on last year that included the
RETINA day which will now be later this year. Numbers should pick-up now
that summer appears over. It is noticeable that for the only two cooler days
that we were operational that these days had double the clients than the
those stinker of hot days. RETINA has re-programmed to keep clear of the
summer. They plan to change to WILSON as there is more scope for their
other activities and the play-ground for young children is more than what
Niana can offer.
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Luke Mills
Luke is a 24year old unfortunately inflicted from birth with “mild” CP and some
mobility difficulties. He has always been interested in trains but is not a
“gunzell”. That is, he does not take a cut-lunch and go sit under a tree all day and
write down the loco numbers that pass-by. Instead, he loves to drive his car and

spend time helping at CMR as much as he can. He is the proud owner of RA1919
built by Geoff Thompson and he has repainted it to the original WAGR colour
scheme with able assistance from his father and brother(s). His father is a diesel
driver and guard at Whiteman Park and Luke drives an “electric tour cart” there.
Luke with characteristic enthusiasm is gathering hours to become steam
qualified which will not be far away. His next ambition after completing a
mountain of paper-work is to obtain a “living” unit as close to CMR as possible
to relieve the present long drive down from Parkerville. (driving would be better
if he could lay his hands on a Range Rover Evoque orange convertible) To gain
this self-sufficiency he has to have a live-in buddy (he will not get a gender
choice)and if successful this will mean leaving his garden railway presently under
construction back in the “hills”. It is nice to have such an enthusiastic and happy
natured member who has confided to me that we have a future club president
just biding his time. For what you bring to us Luke, we will have great pleasure
in helping you get there, but, not the “Rangey” as we suspect that you have some
ulterior motives in mind!
Luke is seen here operating a
compactor during the preparation
of our new road-bed for the
restoration of the Canning Section
late last year. This is no mean feat!

John Watson on his next big trip may care to note how to repair a broken spring or to
boost the capacity, how-ever, your lifting bars do work John!

Trains stay on poor track! Rail vehicles are designed and tested to do so. A proposed test
for such will be debated at the next AALS Convention. Generally, it is quite difficult to
derail a rail vehicle but we must put the debate to “bed” in that it is normally a vehicle
lacking in compliance that will come off.

R / RA Class Locomotives of W.A.G.R (just for Luke)
The first five R Class de locomotives entered service in early 1968. These were a version of a long line of
successful English Electric locomotives used in Australia from Goldsworthy (Tommy Donkin worked them),
Queensland coal traffic and down to Tasmania. The R Class had dynamic brakes fitted and were to succeed
A1506 known as “Old Faithful” on the bauxite traffic from Jarrahdale to Kwinana which was quite an
arduous task. As the task was to more than double, new all aluminium wagons were designed and constructed
at Midland and the older composite wagons were to be upgraded to higher draft capacity and be converted
to air braking. The following thirteen RA units did not have dynamic brakes. In later years three were
converted to standard gauge to become KAs to supplement the Ks which were essentially the same unit.
Two KAs had the dubious honour of working vacuum braked grain hoppers on the standard gauge, however, we are digressing.
The R Class was a dual braked locomotive with the vacuum system “shadowing” the air train brake-pipe.
Who should shoulder the blame for such a “dog’s breakfast” one will never know as it was English /
Australian and had a mixture of Davies & Metcalfe (D&M), Australian Westinghouse, a home-grown
vigilance and an EMD Gardener-Denver compressor / exhauster. Now the problems begin!
An R was bought into the Midland Workshops yard to couple to the first ten new bauxite wagons for air
brake trials in early 1968. The new XC wagons had North American ABD brakes as used then at Hamersley
Iron with the world first use of WABCOPAC bogie mounted brake cylinders for narrow gauge known as
AUSCOPAC. This was pretty swish stuff for the WAGR. My late mate Mick Beavan and I had the job to
test. The ABD system was chosen as it had a separate emergency brake function that could be super-imposed
on what-ever else was happening. The idea was not to use manually set (and time consuming) “grade”
controls valves on each wagon (it was planned to operate 75wagons per train down the 1:40 loaded) with
three trips per day six days a week. The emergency function also changed the braking from empty to loaded
and vice versa for the start of a journey. In all, it avoided the then guard doing a lot of time consuming
walking.
We set the train up and proceeded to run through the test plan starting from charging and service brake
applications from minimum to full service and obtaining accelerated release. We then moved to apply the
emergency brake from the locomotive and we did not get such on the wagons……oops! We set off the
vigilance and still nothing. I drew the short straw and went to the rear wagon and opened the airbrake
coupling cock. BANG! The vent valves opened, and, it is a bang! I called for a release and this worked and
so went back to the locomotive and Mick did the same at the front and it worked. We tried the emergency
cock in the cab….no go. Then we combined the vigilance and the emergency cock and still no go. By this
time the Assistant CME and Principal Design Engineer returning from lunch in the canteen came over to see
what was going on and Mick told them “no loaded train test tomorrow……we can-not take the risk” and
such was a bit of a shock to them. After a quick demo we all retired to the office for a pow-wow.
We were pointing the finger at the driver’s brake valve……this was a Model No3 which indicated that it had
a 3/4inch vent hole for emergency and we knew that the vigilance valve that also did not work had a 5/8inch
hole but the brake pipe cock had 1 1/4inch. Westinghouse said that we needed KM Vent Valves in the brake
pipe to serialise the “shock wave” that travels virtually at the speed of sound and added that there was not
much hope with the model 3. Mick and I got the Locomotive Cyclopedia out to take a look at the US loco
schematics. Shock again, the US employed a “feed cut-off” that was activated by train pipe emergencies, the
vigilance and over-speed. That is, pumping air into a brake pipe whilst it was trying to vent was not a good
idea.

Five KM Vent Valves arrived in less than a week being robbed from a Pilbara loco build in the East and
D&M said that they would send out Model 4 valves from the UK and would take a month or more. We did
not think that it would work either.
We had to get a train running and I was despatched to the East Perth depot to get a D&M valve from a R
having a service on a Friday after lunch with the idea to try and make it work…..some-how. The Motive
Power Engineer caught me going out the door and after a few choice words from him, I and my apprentice
departed empty handed. The boss was not impressed and a valve was delivered on Monday morning. The
only idea that we could come-up with was a home-made limit switch that used the brake handle boss as a
cam. This de-activated a magnet valve for a driver’s emergency and dumped MR air into the KM Vent vales
to “blow” them open. The magnet valve was wired in with the vigilance system and so we tried a train again
in the Midland yard with pressure gauges on the wagons to see “things” working. We were confident for a
load trial down the 1:40 from Jarrahdale. A week later during hand-brake trials we suffered a run-away down
the hill but an emergency application from the guards van saved us. The problem this time was the low air
brake pipe pressure and thus no vacuum, and as vacuum controlled PKO, “it”gave “power knock-out” and
the driver could not rev the engine to get air pressure…..oops! Another mod.
D&M sent out a model 4 valve and when fitted it could not always ensure an emergency brake and so the
added the limit switch stayed. This proved its worth one night when a flock of cows strayed onto the track at
Wellard. D&M said that to produce a No5 valve would take a few months. In desperation we considered
changing 2 x L Class locos to ng that had US 26L brake controls but this was slower than D&M plans. The
D&M No5 valves arrived and we thought that the troubles had ended. There was a derailment out of York
going up-hill with an R on the front. The cause was incorrect vacuum hoses (too short) and with full drawgear extension, they parted and the loco stopped quickly and the train ran into it crushing the empty sheep
wagon!
Mick and I got the job to solve this. We set-up two trains side by side at Midland, a conventional sg air
braked consist of old Australian standard equipment that the WAGR had been forced to use and a ng vacuum
set of equal wagons (about 50) and used an R Class coupled by hoses to each. Thus, we could brake two
trains simultaneously and see the difference. There was little difference but the loco brake cyl pressure was
rising too fast from a train parting just behind and thus it would cause a massive run-in. When the brakes
were applied from the rear by the guard, the locomotive did not get power knock-out….oops again! We made
and fitted a variable choke to the loco and set about adjusting until we were confident that there was some
degree of safety. We then ran a series of tests between Midland and Forrestfield using sg locomotives such
as the J,K and L by towing a sg wagon and then uncoupling it and used a rope to open the coupling cock and
see if the loco was not hit by the wagon(s) and telling the driver to get going if an impact was pending. Mick
forgot to untie the rope one day from the J hand-rails and thus they were bent a bit. How-ever, the variable
chokes worked and the R and RA classes went on as very successful good riding and exceptional traction
machines. We did run 80 hoppers with 4 x Rs and at the time this was a pretty big ng train at 6400t trailing
and …….down a 1:40.

We would like to thank the support from the below
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